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I Bea;ts of Prey of the Sea

SHARKS
w

.

THE DREAD BLUE MAN-EATER, TERROR OF THE SEA

The Blue Shark (Carcharias glaucus) is the common surface shark of the open seas, which follows ships on theu voyages
for. weeks, collecting especially about whaling vessels to devour the carcasses of whales. It is slatey blue above and
whtte underneath and more slender and graceful than most other sharks. This pictur-e shows a female shark, with its
numerous young family doing their best to keep up with their mother.
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cables, etc. The Chinese protested bitterly, and
the Japanese gave a promise that all political
rights in the provinces should revert to China.
And this has been fulfilled.
·
Chefoo, on the north coast of the peninsula,
is of steadily increasing commercial import.ance.
Most of Shantung'
..... .s silk, both raw and manufactured, is exported through this port~ Because its climate is fine, ·as is that of Tsingtau,
Chefog has become a favourite summer resort
for Europeans stationed in China.
SHARKS. Sharks are the beasts of prey of
the sea. With their near relatives the .rays
they are set apart jn a group of fishes called
Selachians, the mark of which is that in them·
the skeleton is not bony, as in most other.~
. fie.hes, but gristly. .i\.nother notable difference.
betw-een Selachians and bony· fishes is that in
sharks the sldn is a regular hide, filled w·ith
minute :flinty particles, whose crowded points
come through and_ stud t.he surlace like fine
sandpaper. This skin makes the leather called
~' shagreen," used as a polisher.
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Some Sharks 60 Feet Long

Some sharks, such . as the dogfish, are comparatively small, while others attain a length
of 40 teet, and in rare instances 60 feet. Some
extinct species seem to have been even more
gigantic. All are more numerous in warm
than cold seas, many species belonging wholly
to the tropics.
The great majority of sharks are surface
hunt-ers and swift and powerlul swimmers.
The mouth, which is usually on the underside of
the head, is large and furnished with either
separate, thin sharp-pointed cutting teeth, often
notched along the edge, or else with blunt teeth
massed into a crushing surface.. Muscles of
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enormous .strength work these horrid jaws. The
position of the mouth compels the shark to
turn on its back and seize its victim from
b~~eath.

Judged by habits, sharks are of two sorts.
'~ Ground sharks " seek their food close to the
bottom, but not in very deep water ; the other
kind remains near the surface. The former are
blunt-headed, sluggish, ana harmlegs to man.
Their mouths are lined with hard, rounded
blocks called ''pavement teeth.'' This class is
the fewest in number and most ancient in
character of all the Selq,chia-ns.
The "Hammer-head " and the "Thresher " ·

Of the various kinds of sharks, one big
slender fellow (the "hammer-head") has his
head · so broadened -b y two big side-lobes that
it resembles the head of a ~ammer. Another,
the fox shark or "thresher," has the upper
lobe of its tail very long. With this it lashes
shoals of herring, mackerel and ot.her fish into
a compact mass, and then eats them at leisure
in enormous q:uantities. The dangerous maneaters are mostly denizens of t.ropiceJ seas
and are often only 9 or 10 feet long. Some
frequently wander northward, so that we hear
now and then of a bather seized, or at least
terrified, even on our own coasts.
The eggs usually bear stringy appendages,
which curl like tendriL~ about seaweeds and
so prevent the egg from drifting ashore before
it hatches. These egg-cases some of which
are oblong., while others are twisted with a
spiral cone are often cast up on the beach.
Sharks are hunted for the sake of the oil in
their great livers, and also for the sha,green.
Their flesh is used as food, the fins being a
favourite delicacy with the Chinese.
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